
The workshop for dexterous 

hands

The workshop for dexterous hands is a project that we started in December 2017 and since then we 

have been constantly expanding our range and inventing new and new products for you and now 

also fun events such as fairytale trails and a program for your outdoor school or birthday party. For 

hotels, we devise and implement animation programs not only for families with children, but also, for

example, for seniors.

Programs for children are always inspired by classic Czech fairy-tale creatures and especially by the 

ruler of the mountains, Krakonoš.

The workshop is open to the public (opening at home varies according to the seasons, current info 

here or on FB) or you can make a reservation for any day, reservation is possible for at least 6 

producers. Larger groups can use our service to come to the hotel / boarding house / school with a 

workshop ... when making such a reservation, it is necessary to select the product (s) in advance. The 

capacity of the workshop is a maximum of 28 people.

We have new premises since spring 2021, you will find us right on the square :-)

What can you make with us ...

There are really a lot of products, a large part consists of wood products (magnets, cash registers, car

and airplane models, dream catchers, key rings, puzzles ....), you will also find a bead workshop (glass

beads from Jablkonecko), you can learn to embroider, we have beautiful wooden templates ready for

it, painting on mugs, t-shirts or bags is also very popular ... and that's not all.

It cooperates with Rautis - hand-made bead ornaments from Poniklá, you can also make or buy 

already made ones from us.

We do not pay for time, but for products, prices are from 60, -CZK to 180, -CZK, you can spend an 

hour or half a day with us, we will take care of you all the time :-).



In addition to manufacturing, you can also buy souvenirs and traditional Krkonoše products from us. 

Of course, the sale of materials for production and various small items for children.

We will also be happy to advise you on the trip ....

In summer, you can combine a visit to the workshop with a walk through the amazing lufťák trail. In 

our workshop we will then issue you a certificate of a real airman.
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